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In the pursuit of health

Ten Reasons
Why Physical Fitness Matters
• Staying physically fit increases bone density
and lowers the risk of getting osteoporosis.
• Fitness improves metabolism and lowers
blood pressure, prevents diabetes, and
controls cholesterol.
• Exercise reduces stress.
• Exercise boosts mood and generates positive
feelings of well-being.
• Fitness improves sex.
• Active people sleep better at night.
• Because it boosts the immune system, physically
fit people are likely to be less sick.
• Physically fit individuals age slower and live longer.
• Exercise improves physical appearances.
• Fitness helps individuals stay independent and
free of disability.
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WHAT IS FITNESS AND WHAT
CAN IT DO FOR ME?

~

Physical fitness, in a nutshell, are
the tasks we do in order to look
our best, increase our mental
awareness, and keep ourselves in
good overall health. It is unique
to every individual as each person
defines different goals depending on lifestyle choices that will
promote change and improve
general well being.

Many factors affect physical fitness, including
the following:

• Genetic makeup - each person has genetic
differences that account for how the body reacts
to different aspects of training.
• Body type - individuals generally fall into
one of three body types:
Ectomorphs: lean and slim
Endomorphs: heavy and strong
Mesomorphs: powerfully built and
good in strength
For example, ectomorphs excel at long distance
events while mesomorphs excel at exercises that
involve lifting, throwing, and sprinting.
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• Lifestyles - what each individual does or eats
affects fitness levels.
• Age - bones weaken as a person ages, affecting
physical health. Exercise can help delay the onset
of these problems.
• General health - chronic health conditions can
limit the kinds of exercise possible.
The Department of Health and Human Services
in conjunction with the President's Council on
Physical Fitness and Sports has defined four
components that comprise physical fitness:
• Cardio-respiratory endurance - the body's ability
to deliver and use oxygen effectively.
• Muscular strength - the amount of force muscles
can generate against resistance.
• Muscular endurance - the ability of muscles to
withstand repeated contractions or forces over
a set period of time.
• Flexibility - the full range of motion available
to joints and muscles.
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Body composition also
provides a measure of
individual fitness. It is the
proportion of lean body
mass (muscle, bone, tissue,
and organs) to body fat. The
goals of physical fitness are to
increase lean body mass and
decrease body fat. Physical
activity is the tool that
_ _ _ _ _ _ _____. accomplishes these goals.
Exercise generates endorphins, "feel good" chemi-

cals that circulate in the brain and promote feelings
of well being. According to the American Council
on Exercise (ACE), one hour of physical activity
equates to two hours of the "relaxation response." - ~
Furthermore, exercise helps burn calories and
/~1,,,,,~
maintain weight, delaying the onset of chronic ;;'
medical conditions such as type 2 diabetes
and heart disease.
,,,::-{\?Physical activity should be part of every
person's life. Do you wish to become
more physically active, but are unsure
as how to proceed? This book
~
e-,i
will provide tips to help you
✓eJ I&/,
,;;,111k1;1!!1~
get started and lead an
----.:..
active lifestyle.
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HOW FIT ARE YOU - ASSESS YOUR FITNESS LEVELS
Rate the following activities on a scale of 1 to 4, beginning with the "Start" column.
Add up the total amount of points and evaluate your score using the scale below.
Repeat this exercise every three months during the course of your fitness plan.
( 1: Rarely

2: Sometimes

3: Usually

MOBILITY AND DAILY ACTIVITIES , /'rt~~rtiSTART
1. I find it easy to walk up or down two
or more flights of stairs.
2. I have no trouble taking out the trash.
3. I easily do such chores as vacuuming and dusting.

4. I can do other sorts of housework on my own
without difficulty.
5. I don't need help from family or friends
with daily activities.

4: Always )

MOBILITY AND DAILYA(T!Ytf ! I I I I I
6. I have little trouble reaching into high
cupboards or reaching down to pick up
something on the floor.

~ENT~i:~¥~1.Tul lllll

MOOD AND
1. Ifeel younger than my age.

START

leEli 6 MONTHS

9 MONT

2. Ifeel independent.
3. Ifeel energetic.
4. I live an active life.
5. Ifeel strong.

6. My arms and legs work as well as they used to.
7. Iam as active as other people my age.
-
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* Chart and questionnaire adapted from the Centers far Disease Control and Prevention
Evaluate Your Total Score

15 - 24 Points

Indicates a low fitness level, with significant room for improvement
in mobility, ability to complete daily activities, and mood and
mental health.

25 - 34 Points

Indicates a low to moderate fitness level, with room for improvement
in most of the areas described above.

35 - 44 Points

Indicates a moderate fitness level, with room for improvement in some
of the areas.

45 Points +

Indicates an advanced level of fitness; strength training will improve
and maintain fitness .

MY PLAN OF ACTION
Before you implement any plan of action, you will
need to determine what fitness goals you are trying
to achieve. Take the following steps to develop your
fitness plan of action:
• Set realistic goals. Most adults should aim to
get 300 minutes of moderate intensity (150
minutes of vigorous intensity) exercise each
week, with two or more days of strength
training included in this total.
• Start slowly and add more activity as your
body becomes accustomed to the routines.
• Build physical activity into your daily
routines.
• Include a mix of exercises into your plan
of action.
• Allow your body to rest and recover after
each session of exercise.

My Activity Log
Create a 4-8 week plan with your healthcare
professional. Determine what types of activities in
which you would like to participate, the times and
frequency which you will do the exercise, and the
start date. Track your efforts using the simple chart
on the next page.
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GETTING STARTED
-

Check Your Health

Before starting any exercise
. program, evaluate your health
.,,..-,~?
·~i
status. If you are under 35 and
/
~
.. ~
_.....-~----r•i ., ., _~: in good general health, the
'.h- ~- ~ _.,::✓;: good news is that you do not
§i~:,;"-:.-. ~
- · need to see a doctor before
beginning your fitness regimen. However, you
should consult a doctor for medical clearance
before starting your regimen if you are over the
age of 35, have been inactive for a significant
stretch of time, or have a history of the following
medical conditions:
,_,_~. ,c.-"' ·"'"'' " ''"
_
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• Have a heart condition or are taking medications for a heart-related condition
• Have high blood pressure
• Feel pain in the chest or have difficulty breathing when exercising
• Fainted, lost consciousness for extended periods
of time, or experienced dizzy spells that caused
a loss of balance
• Bone, muscular, or joint injuries
• Other known medical conditions
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Choosing Your Workout Gear

You can workout in almost anything. However,
select clothing that will allow for the maximum
amount of comfort. Loose-fitting shorts and tanks
or tees that allow for freedom of movement are
ideal. Avoid rubberized or plastic clothing that interferes with perspiration evaporation and can cause
body temperatures to spike.
When to Exercise

Determining when and where to exercise is up to
each individual. Factors you should consider when
developing a schedule of physical activity include
personal preferences (early morning or late afternoon, for example), family and job responsibilities,
training facilities or gym availability, and weather.
Most people choose to exercise in the early morning
hours to get their energy going for the day or in the
later afternoon before dinner in order to unwind
and reduce workday stresses.
- .,.. -
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Remember ...
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Make a commitment. Be patient.
Do not try to do too much at a
l1~f< t,ti· I t
single
time, and work toward your
-s, 'A--~Lt.. "
.\1,,,1t,
t· ~
goals.
Improvements in fitness
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will
come
with time.
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MAINTAINING THE MOMENTUM
TIPS TO STAY MOTIVATED
You just started working out,
and you are feeling good about
yourself and about your progress. But a couple of weeks go
by, a month goes by, and your
interest begins to wane. How
do you keep your workouts
interesting and fresh?
According to Sean Keogh, author of

The Compkte Workout Log,
think SMART: set Specific, M easurable,
Achievable, Realistic, and T ime-dependent goals.
Here are some ways to stay motivated:
✓ Take a week off from your workout and get a

change of scenery. Make sure you do not take
too much time away from your workout or else
you will lose your momentum.
✓ Log it! Writing your activities down shows you

how much you have achieved in your quest to
improve your physical fitness.
✓ Encourage a friend to join you. You can share
your workouts with a partner and spur each
other along.

Think positive! Everything you do will help you
improve your fitness levels, one step at a time.
✓ Mix it up! Include different activities in your

workout routine so one routine does not become too monotonous.
✓ Splurge on some new gear. New shoes, new

gadget. .. do whatever it takes to keep workouts
fresh and functional.
✓ Get a gym membership.

MEASURING BODY FAT
Fat content guidelines for men and women
from the American Council on Exercise

Classification

See next
2pagesfor

BMI&WHR
calculation
methods

Calculating Body Mass Index
Body mass index, or BMI, measures body fat based
on height and weight. Use the following formula to
calculate your BMI:

BMI=

Weight (in lbs)

x703

Height (in inches) 2

MyBMI: _ _ __
BMI

Result

18.5 - 24.9
25.0-29.9

You are overweight

30 &up

You are obese

You are at your ideal weight

Using Waist-to-Hip Ratio (WHR)
to Measure Body Fat
The waist-to-hip ratio is
another way to determine
body fat. It is the ratio of
waist circumference to hip
circumference. The greater
the waist circumference, the
greater the risk of incurring
certain medical conditions.
Body fat is stored in one of two ways. Appleshaped bodies concentrate weight around the waist.
Pear-shaped bodies concentrate weight around
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the hips and thighs. Research demonstrates that
individuals with apple shaped bodies face greater
health risks than those with pear-shaped bodies.
Waist circumference of over 35 inches in women
and 40 inches in men can increase risk for heart
disease and diabetes.
Use the following steps to determine your WHR:
• Measure the circumference of the hips at the
widest part of the buttocks using a tape measure.
Hip Circumference: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
inches or centimeters (circle one)

• Measure the waist at the smaller circumference,
just above the belly button.
Waist Circumference: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
inches or centimeters (circle one)

• Divide the circumference of the waist by the
circumference of the hips.

WHR=

Waist Circumference
Hip Circumference

My WHR: _

WHR

_ __

-I

Result
Low Risk
Moderate Risk

I < .95 (men)
.81 - .85 (women) I .96 - 1.0 (men)
> .85 (women) I > l .0 (men) _ _ High Risk
< .80 (women)
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MEASURING THE INTENSITY
OF YOUR WORKOUTS
T-.
TH
'.ARG
The intensity of a workout is just as important as
keeping track of the time and duration. Monitoring
the intensity of a session can help determine how
hard and how long you need to work in order to
achieve your fitness goals. One way of measuring
intensity is through the target heart rate. The target
heart rate (THR) is the ideal heart rate range that
most effectively burns calories and improves fitness.

Calculate your THR by following these steps:
1. Determine your maximum heart rate (MHR)
in beats per minute (bpm):

• For men: MHR = 220 - age
For women: MHR = 226 - age
For a 50-year old man, the MHR
would be 220 - 50 = 170 bpm.
2. The THR should be 50% to 75% of the
MHR. For the 50-year old man, the ideal
THR range is 90 to 135 bpm.
3. Determine resting heart rate:

When you first wake up, take your pulse
over a 15-second period and multiply
this number by 4.
16

4. Subtract the resting heart rate from the
MHR to get the working heart rate. The
working heart rate is the rate you should
achieve after a workout session.
5. Measure your heart rate after working out.
Take your pulse immediately after you stop
exercising over a 15-second period and
multiply by 4.
What the Numbers Mean:
50% to 60%

ofMHR

The rate required to maintain
a healthy heart and to decrease
body fat, blood pressure, and
cholesterol.

60% to 70%
ofMHR

The endurance training zone
is the rate required to build
endurance and burn fat.

70% to 80%

The aerobic zone improves
cardiovascular and respiratory
systems as well as the strength
and size of the heart. Muscles
learn to use oxygen more
efficiently.

ofMHR

80% to 90%

ofMHR

The anaerobic zone burns fuel
without oxygen. Lung and heart
capacity improve.

~~~
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CALORIES BURNED
PER HOUR OF EXERCISE
Light Activity
(burns 150 calories or less)
Activity

cal/hr

Lying down/sleeping ............................ 60
Office work ....................................... 140
Sitting ............................................... 80
Standing ........................................... 100

Moderate Activity
(burns 150-350 calories)
Activity

cal/hr

Aerobic dancing ................................. 340
Ballroom dancing ............................... 210
Bicycling (at 5 m.p.h.) ........................ 170
Bowling ............................................ 160
Canoeing .......................................... 170_
Dancing (socially) .............................. 210
Gardening ......................................... 270
Golfing (without a cart) ...................... 320
Light housework ................................ 250
Tennis (recreational) ........................... 310
Vacuuming ....................................... 220
Volleyball (recreational) ....................... 260
Walking (at 2 m.p.h.) .......................... 200
Walking (at 3 m.p.h.) .......................... 240
Walking (at 4 m.p.h.) .......................... 300

Vigorous Activity
(burns 350 calories or more)
Activity

cal/hr

Step aerobics ..... .... ................. .. ......... 440
Backpacking (with a 10-16. load) .......... 540
Badminton ....................................... 450
Basketball (competitive) ...................... 660
Basketball (leisurely) ........................... 390
Bicycling (at 10 m.p.h.) ...................... 375
Bicycling (at 15 m.p.h.) ...................... 600
Cross-country skiing (leisurely) ............ 460
Cross-country skiing (moderately) ........ 660
Hiking ............................................. 460
Jogging (at 5 m.p.h.) .......................... 550
Jogging (at 6 m.p.h.) ........ .................. 690
Racquetball ....................................... 620
Rollerblading .................................... 384
Rowing Machine ............................... 540
Running ........................................... 900
Scuba diving ..................................... 570
Spinning ..................... ... .. ................ 650
Shoveling snow ......... .. ...... ................. 580
Stair climbing machine ........ ............... 480
Swimming ........................................ 680
Weight training ................................. 570-760
Water-skiing ..................................... 480
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DIET AND NUTRITION FOR FITNESS
Food is the fuel the
body needs to boost
and maintain overall
health, and getting
the correct balance
of carbohydrates, proteins, fats, vitamins,
and minerals requires
some analysis of your existing lifestyle. The first
step is figuring out the daily caloric intake.

•

~

How Much Should I Eat?
1. Figure out your "basal" metabolic rate.

• Men: multiply each pound of body weight
by 11 calories.
• Women: multiply each pound of body
weight by 10 calories.
2. Add 30% to 40% to the rate in Step 1 for
sedentary lifestyles. Add 50% to 60% to the
rate in Step 1 for active lifestyles.

3. Add 400 calories
of training.

to

the rate for each hour
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CALORIES AND SATURATED FATS TRACKER
# of CALORIES

# of SATURATED
FAT GRAMS

Aim to burn 500 more calories than you eat to lose
weight. Remember to stay hydrated by drinking at
least eight glasses of water each day, 12 glasses of water
during training days. Thus,

More calories IN than OUT =
WEIGHT GAIN
More calories OUT than IN
WEIGHT LOSS

21
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ESTIMATED CALORIE REQUIREMENTS
By National Heart Lung and Blood Institute
Based on Gender, Age and Physical Activity Level

Sedentary

N
N

MALE

Moderately Active
Active
Sedentary

FEMALE

1,400

1,800

2,200

2,400

2,200

2,000

1,400-1,600 1,800-2,200 2,400-2,800 2,600-2,800 2,400-2,600 2,200-2,400
1,600-2,000 2,000-2,600 2,800-3,200
1,200

1,600

3,000

2,800-3,000 2,400-2,800

1,800

2,000

1,800

1,600

Moderately Active

1,400-1,600 1,600-2,000

2,000

2,000-2,200

2,000

1,800

Active

1,400-1,800 1,800-2,000

2,400

2,400

2,200

2,000-2,200

~ ~~~.:~~ ~
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THEWARMUP
A 5 to 10 minute warm up is recommended to prepare your body for more strenuous exercise. Warm
ups generally include small and light movements
that raise your pulse and stimulate the body to release synovial fluid into the joints, providing a cushion against injury. Stretching, light jogging, squats,
and knee lifts are examples of warm-up exercises.

STRETCHING
Stretching is a necessary part of
any fitness program. Aerobic
programs repeatedly flex and
contract muscles. Stretching
helps muscles maintain balance
by keeping muscles elastic, increasing its range of motion,
and improving circulation.
_ _ _ _ _ _____, Flexibility prevents mJuries.
Plus, a few simple stretches throughout the day can
even relieve stress.
Stretch after you warm up and when you cool down
from regular exercise. Do not bounce up or down.
Relax your muscles and ease into a stretch. Slow
your breathing, but do not hold your breath during
the stretch. Perform the exercise only as far as you
feel comfortable doing it. Pull back if a stretching
routine begins to hurt you.
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FLEXIBILITY EXERCISES
Repeat each exercise 3 to 5 times.

g
(back of thighs)
Straighten your right leg and step
forward with it slightly. Shift your
weight onto your left leg, bending it
at the knee. Keep back straight and
~ - - - _ , lean forward from the hips, pulling
the toes of your right foot off the ground. Repeat
using the other leg.

Calves
Step forward approximately three
feet with one foot. Bend the front
knee and keep the back leg straight,
with the heel flat on the ground.
~------~ Repeat 3 to 5 times on each leg to
work the upper calves.
For the lower calves, stand with your hands against
a wall, arms stretched out and elbows straight.
With your left knee slightly bent and toes of right
foot turned inwards, step back 1 to 2 feet with
the right leg, heel, and foot flat on the floor. Hold
the position for at least 10 seconds. Change legs
and repeat.
24

(Buttocks)
Lie on your back with one knee
bent. Hold onto that leg halfway
down the shin and pull the knee
towards your chest.
Hold the
r
stretch. Then pull the same knee
down across your body so that your hips are rotated
and the knee is pointing towards the floor. Change
legs and repeat.

(front of thighs)
Position yourself against a wall and
bend one knee back so that the heel
of your foot nearly touches your
~---,.,., buttocks. Repeat with the other leg.

(back of upper arms)
Use a towel. Hold one end of the
towel in the right hand. Bend the
right arm so that the towel drapes
down the back. Reach behind and
_____,,_, grab the opposite hand with your
left hand. Reach each hand towards the other with
each pull. Reverse positions and repeat.
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r11est
Place feet hip-width apart. Straighten
your back and relax your shoulders.
Inhale and open arms out behind
you at shoulder length, with chest
-.,
r pushed forwards. Exhale and try to
open up your chest further.

ck RPn
Place feet shoulder-width apart. Let
your arms hang down. Beginning
with the shoulder, bend forward
slowly until you are bent at the
-,
• waist. With your body relaxed, let
it swing gently from side to side. Roll your back up.

Stretch
With feet hip-width apart, arms
straight and at shoulder level, weave
your hands together in front of you
and reach forward to open your
upper back.
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AEROBIC FITNESS
Running: One of the cheapest and most accessible forms of aerobic training. Running requires a
good pair of running shoes and climate-appropriate
clothing. This activity tones your legs, burns fat,
and beats the stress.
Cycling: Cycling is akin to running, allowing
you to get out and enjoy the great outdoors while
simultaneously strengthening your legs and
burning far.
Inline Skating: lnline skating builds muscle
endurance and strength, improves flexibility,
burns lots of calories, and increases balance and
coordination. This low impact activity provides a
great opportunity to work the inner thighs and
adductor muscle (buttocks).
Swimming: A terrific low impact, all-body
workout, especially if you use all four strokes.
Kickboxing and the Martial Arts: High energy
and high impact, combining a variety of moves
that work all muscle groups. Kickboxing and
martial arts work on more than just cardiovascular
fitness - it promotes flexibility, strength, balance,
and coordination.
Take an Aerobics Class: An aerobics class
places you with like-minded individuals who are
interested in maintaining and improving their
fitness levels. What a great motivational tool!

WEIGHT AND STRENGTH
TRAINING
The Benefits:
• Builds strong bones and joints
• Tones muscles
• Slows the loss of bone density
• Prevents degenerative bone
disease and osteoporosis
• Improves posture
• Reduces back pain

The Basics:
• Learn proper
technique through
a personal trainer
at a gym.
• Start slowly with
single sets of repetitions and build up.
• Rest between
training days.
• Do not do weight
training every day.
Several days per week of weight training
is sufficient to provide tangible benefits.
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The Lingo:
• Reps: the number of times an exercise must

be done before resting. The number of reps
is usually inversely proportional to the amount
of weight lifted.
• Sets: the number of times for a set of

repetitions. Three sets of 10 reps means a
total of 30 lifts, 10 reps before each break.
• Weight: the tools used in the workout. Weight

amounts can be light (for higher repetition
exercises), moderate (10-15 reps per set), or
heavy (8-10 reps per set). Free weights include
dumbbells and barbells that come in a variety
of sizes. Weight machines provide good
resistance workouts.
• Speed: the pace that is set for each repetition

before returning to rest.
• Recovery: the resting time between each set

of repetitions.
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MOBILITY EXERCISES AND
PULSE-RAISING ACTIVITIES
Knee Lifts: Standing with feet hip-width apart and
legs slightly bent, lift each knee to hip height. Repeat
20 times for each leg.
Forward Lunges: Take a step forward with one leg
while standing and lower the knee of the back leg to
the Boor. Draw in the abdominals with each lunge
and do not allow the knee of the lunging leg to go
past the toes. Alternate on each leg 20 times.

Squats:

With feet hip-width apart, knees lined
up with your toes and back straight, sit back as if
you were planning to sit down, and then return to
standing position. Repeat 20 times.

Heel Digs and Toe Taps for Ankle Mobility: With
supporting leg bent, place your heel in front of you,
digging the heel into the ground. Do this exercise
20 times. Repeat the exercise another 20 times, this
time tapping your toes in front of you.
Pelvic Tilts: Standing with knees slightly bent, tilt
the pelvis forward and then back. Repeat 4 times
each, front and back.

Hand-to-Knee Lifts: With back straightened, lift
one knee to hip height and bring hand of opposite
side to the knee simultaneously. Repeat 20 times
with each knee/hand combination.
30
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PERSONAL MEDICAL HISTORY
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telephone _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Birthdate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Blood Type _ _.........;__ __
Doctor _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telephone _ _ _ _ __
Insurance _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telephone _ _ _ _ __
Policy# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
.....

t,-f'

Medicare# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Medicaid# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Pharmacy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telephone _ _ _ _ __
Hospital _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telephone _ _ _ _ _--'-Organ Donor

O

O

Yes

No

EMERGENCY CONTACTS
Name

Telephone

Relationship

City _ _

Name
Relationship

Telephone
ti

City

'I

Name
Relationship

f_j

Telephone
City

SPECIALISTS
Doctor

Telephone

Specialty
Doctor
Specialty

Telephone

Avoiding Injuries
• Warm up and stretch.
• Pay attention to your body. If you feel pain,
stop with the exercise.
• Progress towards increasing activity levels slowly.
• Ask a professional for help in learning
new exercises.

National Association for Health and Fitness

www.physicalfitness.org
Tue President's Council
on Physical Fitness and Sports

www.fitness.gov
U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services

www.health.gov

The information contained in this Health & Fitness Guide is intended to
supplement and not replace professional fitness and medical advice. Consult
your physician for diagnosis and ueatment of any medical condition. If you are
in a life-threatening situation, contact 911 immediately for assistance.
The information in this guide is to the pubUsher's knowledge correct and accurate
at the time of printing. The publisher or disuibucor cannot be held responsible for
actions taken pursuant to the advice given wi thin this guide.

WALKING FOR WELLNESS
Walking is easy, simple, and priceless when it comes
to improving your overall health. Half an hour of
moderate-intensity walking can work wonders by:
• Decreasing blood pressure and blood
glucose levels
• Reducing obesity by maintaining body weight
• Promoting mental health by reducing anxiety
• Increasing bone density and thereby reduce
the risks of osteoporosis
• Lowering the risk of contracting type 2 diabetes
• Lowering the risk of heart disease
• Most importantly? walking burns calories
Healthcare professionals recommend walking for
at least 2.5 hours each week. Whether several 30minute blocks or broken into smaller time blocks,
your goal will be to work up to 10,000 steps per day.

As with any type ofexercise, consult a doctor
before begi,nning an exercise regimen.
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